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Abstract  
Objective 
To predict older adults' risk of avoidable hospitalization related to ambulatory care sensitive             
conditions (ACSC) using machine learning applied to administrative health data of Ontario,            
Canada.  
 
Design, Setting, and Participants 
A retrospective cohort study was conducted on a large cohort of all residents covered under a                
single-payer system in Ontario, Canada over the period of 10 years, between 2008 and 2017.               
The study included 1.85 million Ontario residents between 65 and 74 years old at any time                
throughout the study period. 
 
Data sources 
Administrative health data from Ontario, Canada obtained from the ICES Data Repository. 
 
Main outcome measures 
Risk of hospitalizations due to ACSCs one year after the observation period.  
 
Results 
The study used a total of 1,854,116 patients, split into train, validation, and test sets. The ACSC                 
incidence rates among the data points were 1.1% for all sets. The final XGBoost model               
achieved an AUC of 80.5% on the held-out test set, and the predictions were well-calibrated.               
When ranking the predictions made by the model, those at the top 5% of risk as predicted by                  
the model captured 37.4% of those presented with an ACSC-related hospitalization. A variety of              
features such as the previous number of ambulatory care visits, presence of ACSC-related             
hospitalizations during the observation window, age, rural residence, and prescription of certain            
medications were contributors to the prediction. Our model was also able to capture the              
geospatial heterogeneity of ACSC risk in the province of Ontario, and especially the elevated              
risk in rural and marginalized regions. 
 
Conclusions 
This study aimed to predict the 1-year risk of hospitalization from a series of ambulatory-care               
sensitive conditions in seniors aged 65 to 74 years old with a single, large-scale machine               
learning model. The model shows the potential to inform population health planning and             
interventions to reduce the burden of ACSC-related hospitalizations.  
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Introduction 
Health systems globally strive to provide quality care in alignment with the Quadruple             

Aim [1 ,2]. Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions (ACSCs) are a useful indicator of health             
system performance often used to support Quadruple Aim efforts. Reducing the burden of             
ACSCs is an opportunity to promote higher value care by avoiding the usage of unnecessary               
hospital and health system resources [3]. ACSCs refer to conditions that can be managed in               
primary care settings, and thus hospitalization for these conditions are considered potentially            
avoidable with adequate primary care [4]. The list of the conditions considered to be ACSCs               
varies by country but commonly includes major chronic diseases [5 ,6 ,7]. For example, in             
Canada, ACSCs comprise angina, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),          
diabetes, epilepsy, and heart failure [8]. Outcomes with respect to these ACSCs are often used               
to measure how a health system specifically supports individuals with chronic diseases [9].             
Although only 0.4% of Canadians under the age of 75 have an ACSC-related hospitalization,              
these events use nearly 11% of hospital bed days [10]. In the United Kingdom, emergency               
admissions account for 67% of all hospital days, costing £12.5B annually, most of which are               
considered preventable. [11]. ACSCs have increased by 47% over the last 15 years (as of               
2017) and account for one in five unplanned admissions [12]. Furthermore, older adults             
disproportionately bear the brunt of ACSCs. For example, adults over 65 represented 69.1% of              
all ACSCs in Ireland in 2016 [13] and more than half of ACSCs in Canada were from individuals                  
over 60 years old [10]. Therefore, reducing ACSCs represent a challenge in health systems              
around the world and pose an increasing burden for health systems as rates of multimorbidity               
continue to rise [14 ,15].  

 
Hospitalizations due to ACSCs are also strongly related to socioeconomic status, even in             

settings of universal health coverage. Studies in Canada, the UK, the US, and Ireland              
[16 ,17 ,18 ,19] have demonstrated the association between low socioeconomic status (often          
measured through area-level deprivation measures) and higher rates of ACSCs. As these            
ACSC disparities can be due to systems-level barriers, a number of community-based            
interventions such as pay for performance schemes or multidisciplinary programs to prevent            
readmissions have been proposed to potentially reduce the rates of these hospitalizations [20].             
There is a need to develop tools for predicting the admissions that are most likely to be                 
preventable to guide the deployment of such interventions or to target resources to optimize              
impact [20 ,21]. Risk prediction algorithms developed on big data sources such as electronic             
medical records and routinely collected administrative health data (AHD) offer the ability to             
segment populations over space and time based on their likelihood of having an outcome of               
interest [22], which can be used as an input to optimize outcomes. AHD are comprehensive,               
widely available, and automatically generated based on interactions with the healthcare system.            
Furthermore, in certain settings, these data can be linked with other data sources (e.g.              
environmental exposures, area-level measures of the social determinants of health, etc.)           
[23 ,24]. These characteristics make them particularly appealing for developing risk prediction           
algorithms that can be deployed at the level of populations for health system planning. While               
there is an increasing number of risk prediction models intended for clinical use in individuals,               
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there are few examples of a single, unified model that can be deployed on routinely collected                
data to regularly support population health and health system management. Databases with            
analogous administrative health data are available in most single-payer healthcare systems           
such as the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. However, access to extensive             
medical records is not limited to single-payer countries. Databases of commercial insurance            
claim data are also available for large portions of the population in countries with private               
healthcare systems such as the United States. Consequently, we believe that with sufficient             
adaptation, our proposed approach has wide applicability for assessing the risk of ACSCs in the               
population using routinely collected data. 
 

The specific aim of this study is to develop and internally validate a single, large-scale,               
machine learning model to predict hospitalizations due to ACSCs in a cohort of 1.85 million               
older adults in Ontario, Canada. Ontario’s population is large, diverse, and covered under a              
single-payer system [25 ,26]. We extracted a wide variety of features from Ontario’s            
comprehensive AHD databases including socio-demographics, prescribed medications,       
insurance claims from physician’s visits and hospitalizations, as well as laboratory values. We             
evaluated model performance including discrimination, calibration, and report on the top           
contributing features. We finally conducted a geographical analysis to demonstrate how the            
model captures risk distribution in the population and thus can be used for guiding population               
health planning and community-based interventions.  
 
Methods 
Data Sources 

We used administrative health data from Ontario, Canada which we obtained from ICES,             
an independent, non-profit research institute whose legal status under Ontario’s health           
information privacy law allows it to collect and analyze health care and demographic data,              
without consent, for health system evaluation and improvement [27]. Ontario, with a population             
of 14.7 million people as of April 2020 [26], is Canada’s most populous province with close to                 
250 reported ethnicities (2016 census [25]), making it one of the most diverse in the world. The                 
vast majority of Ontario residents are eligible for universal health coverage, leading to highly              
comprehensive and representative records. Besides demographic information, the records from          
ICES include linked claims data that are routinely collected every time a patient interacts with               
the healthcare system. To link all attributes for each patient, we used a unique identification               
number assigned to each individual at the Registered Persons Database (RPDB). All analyses             
were carried out on the Health AI Data Analytics Platform (HAIDAP), which enables high              
performance computing in a secure environment to protect patient privacy. All datasets used             
from the ICES data repository are listed in Supplementary tables S1 and S2. These datasets               
were linked using unique encoded identifiers and analyzed at ICES. 
 
Cohort 

Our study period spanned a 10-year window from January 1st, 2008 through December             
31st, 2017. As older adults are disproportionately affected by ACSCs [10], we only included              
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patients who were between 65 and 74 years of age at any point during the 10-year study period                  
and who were covered under Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP). Baseline characteristics of             
the patients included in our cohort are shown in Table 1. The methodology used to extract and                 
prepare patient data is illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
Study Design 

As shown in Figure 1C, each patient’s timeline of interactions with the healthcare system              
was broken down into instances. Each instance comprised three components: two years of             
patient history (observation window), one year during which we did not extract any information              
(buffer), and a three-month period where we assess the risk of hospitalization due to an ACSC                
(target window). We used two years of patient history to collect enough information about the               
patient and calculate predictor variables. The three-month target window was selected due to             
the update frequency of administrative data at ICES, which also takes place every three              
months.  
 

We split our cohort into three different sets (see Figure 1B). The training and validation               
sets had distinct patients, which ensures that we tested the ability of the model to generalize                
well on unseen patients. Both sets included target windows from January 2011 to December              
2015. As for the test set, it included all instances of patients that have a valid target window                  
between January 2016 and December 2017. Therefore, two types of patient groups are             
included in this test set: those from the training and validation sets who still qualify at a future                  
period of time, and patients who were under 65 years old prior to 2016 but who qualify for the                   
test time period. The model performance on the test set thus indicated how well the model                
generalizes to patients out-of-time and to new patients (i.e. in-domain, in-distribution           
generalization).  
 
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Our cohort included all residents of Ontario between 65 and 74 years old during the               
study period. Anyone who became 65 during any given time of the study period was included in                 
the study cohort, e.g., those who turned 65 in January 2017 were included in our test set, as                  
shown in Figure 1. We excluded instances of patients who died or ended all interaction with the                 
healthcare system before the end of the observation window. This was to ensure that we               
excluded patients who were by definition known to not have an outcome. 

 
Outcome of Interest 

The Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) defines age-standardized acute          
care hospitalization rate for conditions where appropriate ambulatory care is thought to prevent             
or reduce the need for admission to hospital [8]. There are seven different types of avoidable                
hospitalization-related ACSCs as per the CIHI definition: epilepsy, chronic obstructive          
pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, diabetes, heart failure (HF), hypertension, and angina. For            
each hospitalization or ambulatory usage, we determined if the primary diagnosis code was in              
the list of CIHI ACSC diagnosis codes. We then aggregated all codes to determine whether or                
not an instance contained any hospitalization related to an ACSC from the above list during the                
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target window, in which case we labelled the instance as a positive data point (i.e. our                
predictions are not cause-specific). The list of the ACSC diagnosis codes used as well as               
additional rules for defining an ACSC can be found in Supplementary material S3. 

 
Feature Preparation 

The features that were extracted from the data sources included patients’ demographic            
and geographical information, drug prescription history, chronic conditions, clinician visits,          
hospital usage, laboratory results, as well as past history of ACSCs. In order to select the most                 
important features for the model and reduce the likelihood of overfitting, we took a forward               
feature selection-based approach [28] to only select a small subset from thousands of available              
features that would ensure the performance of the model closely matches that of the model               
using all features. We ended with 140 features in total. Details of the feature preparation as well                 
as the full list of the features are outlined in Supplementary material S4. 

 
Model Development and Evaluation 

Our prediction model is a gradient boosting decision tree-based model, optimized using            
the XGBoost library in Python [29 ,30]. These models have been empirically shown as             
computationally efficient and high-performance algorithms for tabular data through a number of            
machine learning competitions as well as in machine learning for health papers [31]. These              
models are able to select and combine heterogeneous features from multiple data sources that              
are often uncorrelated, and are thus efficient when both categorical and continuous variables             
with different value ranges are present in the data. Moreover, they can implicitly handle missing               
values without imputation. Therefore, we did not impute missing data. We undersampled the             
negative instances of the training data by a factor of 8, to reduce class imbalance [32].                
Validation and the test sets were left untouched to ensure an accurate evaluation of the model                
performance. The details of the model’s hyperparameters as well as its performance            
comparison against a baseline logistic regression model are presented in Supplementary           
material S5 and S6. 

 
We evaluated the performance of the model on the held-out test set. We first checked               

the distribution of the predictions of our model after calibrating the probabilities to account for               
undersampling [33]. Model performance was then measured in terms of Area Under the             
Receiver Operating Curve (AUC), a widely used metric for risk prediction tasks [33,34]. Since              
the model was trained on highly imbalanced data, we also calculated the Area Under              
Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC) to focus on the probability of correctly detecting patients with             
the highest risk of ACSC [35]. To assess the variation of model performance on different risk                
groups, we compared the model predictions on multiple subgroups created from the test set.              
These groups comprised different age, sex, immigration, and socioeconomic groups obtained           
using data across datasets (e.g. RPDB, CENSUS, ON-MARG in Supplementary table S1). We             
tested the model on patient groups split based on the number of interactions they had with the                 
healthcare system as well.  
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Based on our model, we also computed Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) values,             
the weighted average of marginal contributions [36], to identify features that contribute the most              
to model predictions. We used a randomly selected pool of 50,000 instances to generate these               
values. 
 
Geospatial Variation  

We finally examined the performance of our model in capturing geospatial variation of             
ACSC incidence rates in Ontario. Ontario has 14 Local Health Integrated Networks (LHINs),             
responsible for coordinating and funding local healthcare to improve resources access and            
patient experience [37]. The LHINs are further divided into 74 sub-Local Health Integrated             
Networks (sub-LHINs), and each of these aims at identifying health care needs and priorities              
within the region. We chose sub-LHINs to represent the subdivisions of the province. Following              
the predictions of our model, we computed and plotted the average risk of ACSCs for patients in                 
each sub-LHIN.  
 
Patient and Public Involvement 

No patients with ACSCs or members of the public at-large were involved in the              
conceptualization, analysis, or the write-up of this study. However, the public at-large is             
involved at ICES through the form of a Public Advisory Council which provides input into               
decisions made on how research is conducted using the individual-level personal health            
information collected. We plan to disseminate the knowledge gained through this study with the              
use of press releases and presentations on the value of population health planning, for both               
ACSCs and more broadly, tailored to general public audiences.  
 
Results 

Starting from the initial cohort of 4,520,076 patients aged 50 years or older as of 2008,                
we excluded 1,873,139 patients who did not meet inclusion criteria due to age restrictions. From               
the remaining 2,646,937 patients, 752,505 were removed for their absence of interaction with             
the healthcare system, and 40,316 patients had a death date prior to the end of the first                 
observation window. After the exclusion criteria, a total of 1,854,116 patients were selected,             
resulting in 31,010,869 instances. Among them, 1,237,507 patients with 16,921,175 instances           
were used for training, 309,380 patients with 4,227,660 instances for validation and 1,375,277             
patients yielding 9,862,034 instances for testing. The ACSC incidence rates among instances            
were around 1.1% for all sets. Descriptive statistics for key demographic, socio-economic, and             
chronic illness variables are presented in Table 1. 
 
Model Performance 

The model achieved an average AUC of 80.5 (range 80.4-80.5), when evaluated on all              
instances in the test set. Figure 2 shows the overall calibration curve of the model as well as                  
model evaluation on important subgroups of the population. The calibration curve of Figure 2a.              
has 20 bins of equal data size, and shows the average risk of ACSC predicted by the model                  
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versus the actual ACSC-related hospitalization rate. The inset on the right side of the graph               
shows that the model is slightly overpredicting the risk. 
 

Figure 2b. shows the average prediction of the model compared to the real incidence              
rate of ACSCs for different subgroups of the population. As in the calibration curve, the model                
slightly overpredicts the risk but accurately captures the variation in ACSC hospitalization risk             
across different subgroups (e.g. higher risk of hospitalization in a subcohort with a higher age or                
a lower income index). Ranking the predictions made by the model, we found that the top 5% of                  
test set instances predicted by the model as “high-risk” covered 37.4% of instances who actually               
present an ACSC-related hospitalization during the target window period. The top 1% and 10%              
of test set instances covered 15.2% and 50.8% of total positive data points respectively. Main               
characteristics of these risk groups are described in Supplementary Figure S7. 

 
Feature Contribution 

Figure 3 shows 20 features with the highest Shapley values. It is clear that the model is                 
leveraging features across datasets, as the top features span demographics, geography,           
chronic conditions, prescriptions, and interactions with the healthcare system. The AUC of the             
model when trained on individual datasets as well as different combinations of the subsets (see               
Supplementary Figure S8) shows the impact of combining all features to achieve the best              
prediction performance. The previous number of ambulatory care visits, time since last            
ambulatory care visit, as well as presence of ACSC-related hospitalizations during the            
observation window were predictive of future ACSC-related hospitalizations. Several features          
related to medication prescription during the observation period were also found to be predictive              
of ACSC-related hospitalizations including the number of selective beta2-adrenergic agonists,          
absence of prescriptions for patients in long-term care facilities, and number of statin             
prescriptions. Geographical features such as latitude and rural residence were also predictive of             
our outcome. As shown in Supplementary Figure S9, the model predictions are influenced by              
different features depending on whether or not a given individual already has an ACSC-related              
hospitalization. Having a precedent was found to the contribution of future ACSC            
hospitalizations and the related features appear as the top supporting features. 
 
Geospatial Variation  

Figure 4 shows the geospatial variation of ACSC incidence rates in Ontario. Figure 4A              
(map in red) is the distribution of ACSC-related hospitalizations in different sub-LHINs of             
Ontario, weighted by the population size in each sub-LHIN. Figure 4B (map in blue) shows the                
distribution of ACSC risks predicted by the model. Our model is able to capture the geospatial                
heterogeneity of ACSC risk, in rural regions (e.g. Northwestern Ontario) as well as in urban and                
populous areas (e.g. Southern Ontario). 
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Discussion 
The goal of this work was to use AHD to develop a single, large-scale, machine learning                

model to predict hospitalizations due to ACSCs in a cohort of 1.85 million older adults in                
Ontario, Canada. This model is designed for population health planning and health resource             
allocation versus individual health decision-making. Our model accurately predicted the          
one-year risk for ACSCs with a high AUC and the prediction values are well-calibrated. The               
model leverages a variety of features across multiple administrative health databases to make             
its predictions, including outpatient visits, demographic information as well as past drug            
prescriptions. The presence of comorbidities such as COPD, hypertension, or chronic heart            
failure as well as geography were important features in the model which is consistent with               
previously identified risk factors in Canada. [10] Shapley values were provided for model             
transparency but should not be interpreted as causal risk factors. Our model is able to also                
capture geographic variations in risk across Ontario in both rural and urban settings.  
 
Strengths and Weaknesses in Relation to Other Studies 

There have been numerous studies that predict the risk of emergency admissions in             
community-dwelling adults, some of which focus on those that are potentially avoidable [38]. A              
2014 systematic review of 18 models that used either administrative or clinical data found that               
performance, as measured by the c-statistic, ranged between 0.63-0.83. Three of these studies             
focused on ACSCs [39 ,40 ,41]. The first is an Italian study that used AHD to identify adult                
patients at risk of hospitalization or death within a year who may be candidates for care through                 
a ‘patient-centred Medical Home’ program [40]. We used similar sets of features, however, we              
were able to incorporate additional demographic and socioeconomic variables. Notably, we only            
created one single model for use in the entire population in order to facilitate the ease of                 
application at the population level, while achieving similar model performance in terms of             
discrimination and calibration. The second study involved predicting the one-year risk of            
hospitalizations from ACSCs in a cohort from the Veteran’s Health Administration in the US [39].               
An advantage of their work was the inclusion of individual-level socioeconomic variables.            
However, their cohort was much more homogenous than ours and designed for individual             
patient care of a very specific segment of the population. Such a model would not be applicable                 
for population health planning or for use on routinely collected data where these individual              
determinants are not available. Finally, the Sussex Predictor of Key Events (SPOKE) model             
leveraged a neural network architecture with 1000 features across diverse health datasets to             
predict admission risk due to a range of chronic diseases for every individual in Sussex [41].                
While it achieved a slightly higher AUC (0.82) than our model, its complex architecture and use                
of almost ten times the amount of features present serious challenges for model implementation              
and increases the likelihood of overfitting.  
 
Meaning of the Study to Clinicians and Policy Makers 

With our model, we are able to assess the one-year risk of hospitalizations due to               
ACSCs by aggregating individual patient risks at a sub-regional level on a quarterly basis. It is                
important to see the ACSC rates not simply as a marker of access to primary care, but as an                   
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indicator for how resources could be allocated and optimized in a health system by better               
addressing the needs of specific regions and patient groups. In Ontario, it has been              
demonstrated that ambulatory care services for cardiovascular disease were actually provided           
more frequently in regions with lower rates of cardiovascular events (i.e. myocardial infarction,             
stroke, or cardiovascular-related death) [42]. Therefore, a model such as the one developed in              
this work is a valuable tool for health systems planners to inform health care delivery models                
and allocate community-based interventions over space and time with a focus on health equity              
[42,43]. Such reallocations are thought to be impactful, as it has been shown that readmission               
due to certain conditions, such as heart failure, can be reduced by the efficient and timely                
allocation of inpatient and outpatient counselling and monitoring efforts [44]. 

 
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study 

Our study has several strengths. Our cohort is large and is constructed from a highly               
diverse population. We developed a model that uses a wide range of features to predict the risk                 
of hospitalization for ACSCs, which is an indicator of the effectiveness of the healthcare system               
indicator. The model is designed in a way it can be deployed in a real-world setting at relatively                  
low cost, using available administrative health data as well as area-level data that capture              
concepts related to the social determinants of health. It also allows risk assessment at different               
aggregation levels for geography and over time. Given that population-risk scores are known to              
be biased [45], we conducted a rigorous calibration evaluation not just globally, but in subgroups               
as well. However, our work also has some important limitations. A challenge lies in the focus of                 
ACSC as an outcome, which has been the focus of some debate regarding the extent of its                 
preventable nature [46]. Furthermore, the definition of ACSCs relies on diagnosis codes that are              
often considered to be a partial way of patient condition assessment [47]. It varies across               
different jurisdictions, even though the set of conditions used in this study is common in most                
definitions [5,7,8,46 ]. The lack of access to certain indicators (e.g. smoking, BMI, etc.) that are               
known to be important determinants of ACSC risks [10 ,39] is expected to bottleneck model              
performance and emphasizes the difficulty of assessing an individual’s risk without fully            
observing their health and behavioural status [48]. 
 
Future Directions 

While our study focused solely on AHD, it is theoretically possible to link this information               
with data captured in inpatient EMRs such that individual clinicians can use this information to               
direct specific care or treatments. The EMR would also facilitate the capture of individual clinical               
or risk behaviour features that are known to contribute ACSC-related hospitalization risk and             
thus may also increase model performance. This is a promising area of future work. Moreover,               
there is uncertainty around what interventions are most effective at reducing rates of             
hospitalizations in high-risk populations. For example, trials of care coordination programs have            
demonstrated mixed results for various chronic diseases [49,50]. Designing and validating these            
interventions across the population remains an important area for future work. 
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Conclusion 
In this work, we demonstrate that the development and validation of a single, large-scale              

machine learning model to predict the 1-year risk of hospitalization from a series of              
ambulatory-care sensitive conditions is feasible in a large and diverse cohort of seniors using              
administrative health data. Such a model has the potential to reduce the burden of              
hospitalizations from ambulatory care conditions by supporting the allocation of          
community-based interventions during population health planning and health resource         
allocation.  

 
 

Summary Box 
What is already known on this topic 

- Potentially preventable hospitalizations due to ambulatory care sensitive conditions 
(ACSCs) are a major focus for health system improvement  
 

- There is a need for analytic tools that can run on routinely collected, population health 
data that can guide the deployment of interventions and the allocation of healthcare 
resources to reduce the burden of avoidable hospitalizations  

 
What this study adds 

- This study outlines the development and validation of a novel machine learning model to              
predict future hospitalizations due to ACSCs that can be uniquely run on routinely             
collected administrative health data in a diverse population 
 

- Our model has excellent discrimination, is well calibrated, and the top 5% of patients              
predicted as high risk represent 37% of ACSC-related hospitalizations 
 

- Such a model may support the allocation of health system resources to reduce the              
burden of potentially avoidable hospitalizations 
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Figures and Tables: 
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the Data Preparation. Panel A shows the patient selection process. For a given                 
patient, only the information when they are between 65 and 74 years old was kept and the rest was                   
discarded. This was done for the whole study period (between 2008 and 2017, included). After patients                
were selected, as shown in panel B, we split our data based on patients and study period. We trained and                    
validated our prediction model with data between 2008 and 2014, on two different sets of patients. Then,                 
we tested the model on two types of data: data of the patients who were already used for training and                    
validation between 2014 and 2018, and data of the patients who entered the cohort in 2014 and onwards.                  
The latter consisted of “young” patients between 65 and 66 years old at the beginning of the observation                  
period. Panel C then shows the construction of instances for the eligible patients - each instance                
consisted of 2 years of observation window, 1 year of buffer where we didn’t have any information about                  
the patient, and 3 months of target window. This instance was therefore a summary of the patient health                  
information. Note that one patient could generate multiple instances. The first instance had an              
observation window from January 2008 to December 2009, a buffer from January 2010 to December               
2010, and a target window from January 2011 to March 2011, all included. The last instance had an                  
observation window from October 2014 to September 2016, a buffer from October 2016 to September               
2017, and a target window from October 2017 to December 2017, all included. Instances for the same                 
patient did not share any time period of the target window with each other, meaning each patient could                  
have a maximum of 28 instances with non-overlapping target widows. This was often not the case due to                  
the exclusion criteria and the individuals not fitting the age group of 65 to 74 years old anymore. Finally,                   
panel D shows the types of information that was extracted from each patient. 
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Table 1.  Characteristics of the patients in the study. 
* Acute myocardial infarction 
** Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
*** History of mental health-related visit, excluding dementia, deliberate self-harm codes, and mood disorder codes. 
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Figure 2a. Calibration curve. b. Model evaluation on major subgroups of the population. The              
incidence rates are shown in blue and the average model prediction in pink. The subgroup sizes                
are displayed on the x-axis along with the subgroup types. For education and income quintiles,               
higher index refers to higher education level and income respectively, in the area a given patient                
lives in. The number of events refers to the number of any interaction a given patient had with                  
the healthcare system - clinician visits, hospitalization, ambulatory usage, lab tests, and drug             
prescriptions. 
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Figure 3. Global feature importance. Shapley values were generated using 50,000 random            
samples from the test set. Multiple runs using different samples showed the same ordering of               
feature contribution. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of ACSC risks predicted by the model compared to the actual variation in                
ACSC incidence rates in the province, in 2017. A) shows the incidence rates of ACSC by                
sub-LHIN, normalized by the population size of the corresponding sub-LHIN. For B), we             
computed the predictions of ACSC with our model for all patients and mapped them for different                
sub-LHINs. The model (in B) captures the normalized distribution of these patients (in A). 
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